Effects of PEGylated lipid nanoparticles on the oral absorption of one BCS II drug: a mechanistic investigation
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Abstract: Lipid nanocarriers are becoming a versatile platform for oral delivery of lipophilic drugs. In this article, we aimed to explore the gastrointestinal behaviors of lipid nanoparticles and the effect of PEGylation on oral absorption of fenofibrate (FN), a Biopharmaceutics Classification System (BCS) II model drug. FN-loaded PEGylated lipid nanoparticles (FN-PLNs) were prepared by the solvent-diffusion method and characterized by particle size distribution, morphology, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, and drug release. Lipolytic experiments were performed to assess the resistance of lipid nanoparticles against pancreatic lipase. Pharmacokinetics was evaluated in rats after oral administration of FN preparations. The obtained FN-PLNs were 186.7 nm in size with an entrapment efficiency of >95%. Compared to conventional lipid nanoparticles, PLNs exhibited slower drug release in the lipase-containing medium, strikingly reduced mucin binding, and suppressed lipolysis in vitro. Further, oral absorption of FN was significantly enhanced using PLNs with relative bioavailability of 123.9% and 157.0% to conventional lipid nanoparticles and a commercial formulation (Lipanthyl®), respectively. It was demonstrated that reduced mucin trapping, suppressed lipolysis, and/or improved mucosal permeability were responsible for increased oral absorption. These results facilitated a better understanding of the in vivo fate of lipid nanoparticles, and suggested the potential of PLNs as oral carriers of BCS II drugs.
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Introduction

The Biopharmaceutics Classification System (BCS) defines BCS II drugs as a family of active compounds with a low aqueous solubility and high intestinal permeability.1 BCS II drugs are often plagued with inadequate absorption and highly variable bioavailability owing to low aqueous solubility. To improve the dissolution and oral bioavailability, various drug delivery systems have been explored. These systems include novel solid formulations such as nanocrystals,2,3 solid dispersions,4,5 and cyclodextrin inclusion complexes;6,7 and liquid nanocarriers such as liposomes,8 micelles,9 lipid nanoparticles,10 and micro/nanoemulsions.11,12 For solid dosage forms, three main factors, ie, solubility, dissolution rate, and intestinal permeability, govern the rate and extent of oral absorption of BCS II drugs. However, as far as liquid nanocarriers are concerned, the oral bioavailability largely depends on the types of carriers and their in vivo fates post-administration.

Lipid-based formulations could have profound influence on the absorption and transepithelial transport of lipophilic drugs.13 Generally, lipid carriers can improve the oral absorption of drug through three mechanisms: solubilize drug into the intestinal
mucins; facilitate drug transport by interacting with the enterocytes; and reduce the first-pass effect by altering transport pathway (portal vein versus lymphatic duct). Solid lipid nanoparticles (SLNs) and nanostructured lipid carriers are the most widely used lipid vehicles. Due to involving no dissolution process, lipid nanocarriers theoretically can markedly enhance the oral absorption of BCS II drugs (eg, several or dozens of times increase in bioavailability); nevertheless, this is not always the case. For instance, although micronized fenofibrate (FN) (mean diameter size ~5 μm) showed significantly lower systemic absorption than FN-loaded SLNs (diameter size involving 90% particles <0.12 μm; \( P=0.05 \)) and FN nanocrystals (DissoCubes, diameter size involving 90% particles <0.57 μm; \( P=0.01 \)), there was no significant difference in the area under the curve of plasma drug concentration vs time from 0 to 22 hours between SLNs and DissoCubes. The lipid nanocarriers (SLNs) merely increased oral bioavailability of FN by 24.34%–89.05% relative to two micronized FN suspensions (dispersed in hydroxethyl cellulose solution or sirupus, respectively).

The particle size of drug and formulation composition are not the ultimate determinants to transepithelial absorption of BCS II drugs. The in vivo fates of nanoparticles most likely also play a key role in oral drug absorption. As is known, lipid nanoparticles will undergo a series of physiological processes after oral administration, of which lipolysis and mucin trapping are the main dispositions. Lipolysis of lipid carriers can lead to drug precipitation and formation of bulk aggregate, if unable to immediately assemble into micelles with endogenous bile salts and phospholipids. Mucin, a glycoprotein, is the major component of the mucus that covers the cells lining the surfaces of the digestive tract. Rapid mucus turnover leads to a large quantity of free mucin occupying the gastrointestinal (GI) lumen. Nanocarriers used for drug delivery are readily captured by free mucin and rapidly removed from the GI tract, resulting in reduced oral bioavailability. Upon bound with the GI mucins, especially the free ones, nanoparticles can neither readily diffuse into the absorptive epithelia nor be uptaken by epithelial cells. As a consequence, a considerable proportion of drug is orally unavailable and excreted with the feces.

Recently, PEGylated lipid nanoparticles (PLNs) used for encapsulation and delivery of therapeutic proteins have received more attention. Also, PEGylation is an effective approach to overcome the drawbacks of lipid nanoparticles as oral delivery carriers because it can reduce the capture of both mucins and lipolysis. PEGylation has shown potential in bioavailability enhancement of small-molecule and protein drugs. Although PEGylated vehicles have been extensively evaluated for the parenteral delivery of active ingredients, the efficacy of PLNs as oral carriers of BCS II drugs has not been fully established. It remains largely unclear how lipid nanoparticles (with or without polyethylene glycol [PEG] modification) are processed in the GI tract.

In this study, PEGylated and conventional lipid nanoparticles (CLNs) loading FN, a BCS II drug, were prepared based on different techniques and characterized by particle size, morphology, FTIR, in vitro release, lipolysis, and in vivo pharmacokinetics. It was demonstrated that PLNs had a substantial impact on drug absorption and resulted in an enhanced oral bioavailability of FN. We aimed to provide new insights into the gastrointestinal behavior of different lipid nanoparticles and elucidate the possible implications of PEGylation for oral delivery of FN.

**Materials and methods**

**Materials**

FN was obtained from Enhua Pharma Co., Ltd (Xuzhou, People’s Republic of China), and fenofibric acid was purchased from Xingyuan Chemicals (Zhengzhou, People’s Republic of China). Streptozotocin (4,4-dimethyl-1-[3,4(methylenedioxy)-phenyl]-1-penten-3-ol) was from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA). Lauroyl polyoxyl-6 glycerides (LPG) (Labrafil M2130 CS) and glyceryl distearate (Precirol ATO 5) were kindly provided by Gattefosse Co. (Saint Priest, Cedex, France). Lipase from porcine pancreas (>20,000 units/mg) and PEG monooleate (Mn ~860) were bought from Aladdin Reagent (Shanghai, People’s Republic of China). Tween 80 was supplied by Aladdin Reagent. High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)-grade methanol was provided by Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). Deionized water was prepared by a water purifier (Chengdu, People’s Republic of China). All other chemicals were of analytical grade and used as received.

**Preparation of FN-loaded lipid nanoparticles**

FN-PLNs were prepared using the solvent-diffusion technique. Briefly, FN, LPG and PEG monooleate (PM) were dissolved in 1.0 mL of ethanol at 45°C and then rapidly injected into 10 mL of water with a syringe. Drug and lipid materials were spontaneously assembled into nanoparticles upon the solvent diffusion into the aqueous phase. Subsequently, the residual ethanol was removed under reduced pressure.
by a rotatory evaporator until the nanosuspensions were condensed to an appropriate volume. Particle size and entrapment efficiency (EE) as indices were chosen to optimize the formulation of FN-PLNs using the ratio of LPG/PM as the formulation variable with an invariable FN amount (30 mg).

As a reference, FN-CLNs were prepared by the melting-emulsification method according to previously described procedures with a slight modification. The solid lipid (Preceol ATO 5, 360 mg) was melted at 75°C followed by the addition of FN (30 mg). Then, the completely melted mixture was dispersed in a 75°C aqueous solution (30 mL) containing 1.5% Tween-80 (w/v) for 2 minutes at a rate of 10,000 rpm with a high-speed disperser (IKA Works, Guangzhou, People’s Republic of China) to produce the coarse emulsions. Afterward, the coarse emulsions were homogenized using a microfluidizer (Nano DeBee, South Easton, MA, USA) under 20,000 psi until the particle size of the FN-CLNs were close to that of the FN-PLNs.

Characterization of FN-loaded lipid nanoparticles

Particle size of FN-loaded lipid nanoparticles was determined by dynamic light scattering using a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, Worcestershire, Malvern, UK) at 25°C. An aliquot sample (circa 0.1 mL) was diluted with deionized water to 1 mL and then subjected to laser diffraction. The data were analyzed with the build-in software for the calculation of particle size.

Morphology of FN-loaded lipid nanoparticles was observed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Philips, Amsterdam, the Netherlands). The formulation for TEM detection was first diluted to approximately 25 times with water. Then, the nanoparticle suspensions were dropped on a carbon-coated copper grid and solidified to the supporter under a warming lamp. The fixed nanoparticles were photographed with Tecnai 10 TEM at an acceleration voltage of 100 kV.

EE of FN in lipid nanoparticles was determined by separating free FN from FN-loaded lipid nanoparticles. A procedure of centrifugation (5,000 g, 5 minutes) was first performed to precipitate any non-encapsulated bulk FN. Then, the supernatants (nanosuspensions) were subjected to a centrifugal force of 10,000 g for 10 minutes against a centrifugal filter device (Amicon® Ultra-0.5, MWCO 50,000; Millipore, Boston, USA). Concentrations of free FN (M_{fr}) in the filtrate and initial FN in nanosuspensions were quantified by HPLC. EE was defined as the ratio of entrapped FN (M_{en}) to total FN (M_{tot}) and calculated based on the equation below.

\[
EE(\%) = \left(1-\frac{M_{fr}}{M_{tot}}\right) \times 100\% 
\]

Drug assay of in vitro/vivo samples

FN concentration of in vitro samples was determined by HPLC (Wufeng LC 100 series; Wufeng Scientific Instruments, Shanghai, People’s Republic of China). The HPLC system was composed of a dualistic pump, a degasser, an autosampler, a column heater, and a UV100 ultraviolet detector. FN was separated by a Diamonsil C18 column (5 μm, 4.6 mm ×250 mm) guarded with a precolumn at 40°C and detected at 286 nm. The injection volume was designated as 20 μL. The mobile phase consisted of 80% methanol and 20% water pumped at a flow rate of 1.0 mL/minute.

FN is a prodrug and rapidly metabolized to its major active metabolite, fenofibrin acid. Original FN cannot be detected in the plasma after oral absorption. Therefore, an indirect way based on the quantification of fenofibrin acid in plasma is generally adopted to evaluate the pharmacokinetics of FN. In this study, fenofibrin acid in rat plasma was determined by the above established HPLC method with some modifications. The mobile phase with same ratio of methanol/water was adjusted to pH 3.0 using phosphoric acid. An internal standard of stiripentol, a similar compound in lipophilicity, was used to accurately quantify the plasma fenofibrin acid.

FTIR

FTIR spectrum was collected to further estimate the possible interactions between FN and excipients in the lipid nanoparticles. Briefly, the samples of FN, LPG, PM, physical mixture (LPG, PM, and FN at a ratio of 9/3/1), and lyophilized FN-PLNs were ground thoroughly with KBr to obtain an infrared transparent matrix. FTIR scanning was performed on a FTIR-8400S spectrometer (Shimadzu Corporation, Kyoto, Japan). Spectra were recorded from 3,500 to 600 cm⁻¹ with a resolution of 1.0 cm⁻¹.

Release study in vitro

Release study of FN from lipid nanoparticles was carried out using the reverse bulk equilibrium dialysis technique. Release media with or without pancreatic lipase were comprised of a pH 6.8 buffer and 0.5% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) as a solubilizer. The enzyme activity of lipase-containing medium was 100 IU/mL. Ligated dialysis bags containing 0.5 mL identical release medium, into which a glass ball was included (to ensure
the bag was below the liquid surface), were put into 900 mL of release medium. After equilibrium with the bulk phase under magnetic agitation, 10 mL of FN-PLNs or FN-CLNs (3 mg/mL) were introduced and reversely dialyzed at 37°C against the dialysis bag. At predetermined intervals, the dialysis bags were withdrawn. FN concentration in dialyzates was determined, and the percentage of drug release was calculated.

**Ex vivo evaluation of nanoparticles–mucin binding**

In order to detect the interaction between lipid nanoparticle and mucins, ex vivo intestinal fluids were prepared using Sprague–Dawley rats. Prior to experimentation, six rats (250±10 g) were fasted for 24 hours but allowed free access to water. The rats were orally given 2 mL water by gavage before collection of intestinal fluids so as to obtain more physiological liquids. After 30 minutes, the rats were sacrificed by cervical dislocation. The intestine from duodenum to ileum of each rat was carefully isolated from the mesentery following ligation of both ends. The external wall and two ends of the isolated intestines were rinsed with physiological saline. Afterward, intestinal fluids were squeezed out from one end by hand and centrifuged at 10,000 g for 15 minutes to harvest the mucin-containing clear liquids. Particle size of ex vivo intestinal fluids was measured with a Zetasizer Nano ZS after appropriate dilution. To investigate the capture of lipid nanoparticles by mucins, FN-PLNs and FN-CLNs (100 μL) were added into 100 μL intestinal fluids and incubated at 37°C. At designated time points (0.25, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 hours), the particle size of the co-incubation system was determined in real time.

**Lipolytic experiment**

In vitro lipolysis study of FN-PLNs and FN-CLNs was performed according to a previously reported method with minor modifications under simulated fasted-state intestinal fluids. Briefly, 6 mL of lipid nanoparticle suspensions were added into 14 mL of digestive medium, which comprised 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCl₂, 5 mM cholate, 1.25 mM lecithin, 300 IU/mL pancreatic lipase, and 0.5% SDS buffered at pH 6.8 with Tris-maleate. The mixed system was incubated in a thermostated water bath at 37°C. The pH was maintained at 6.8 throughout the whole lipolysis process by manual titration of 0.2 M NaOH to neutralize the fatty acid produced by the digestion of lipids. The digestion process was considered complete when the pH change was less than 0.05 units at an interval of 15 minutes. Cumulative lipolysis percentage versus time profiles of FN-PLNs and FN-CLNs titrated by NaOH were plotted.

**Bioavailability studies**

All animal experiments were conducted in accordance with the Guidelines on the Care and Use of Animals for Scientific Purposes. The protocols for the animal studies were also reviewed and approved by the Experimental Animal Ethical Committee of Jinan University. Sprague–Dawley rats (250±10 g) were randomly divided into three groups (n=6). Rats were fasted for 12 hours prior to the experiments but allowed free access to water. The rats were dosed with FN-PLNs, FN-CLNs, or the reference preparation of Lipanthyl® (micronized FN, suspended with water for oral gavage) at an equivalent dose of 25 mg/kg. Blood samples (about 0.25 mL) were withdrawn from the tail vein at 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 12 hours after administration. Plasma was separated by centrifugation at 5,000 g for 5 minutes.

Fenofibric acid in rat plasma was collected by a deproteinization procedure. Typically, three-fold volume of methanol/HCl (1 M) (95/5, v/v) was added into 100 μL of plasma supplemented with 20 μL of 100 μg/mL stiripentol. The mixture was then vortexed vigorously for 5 minutes and centrifuged at 12,000 g for 10 minutes. The supernatant was transferred to centrifuge tubes followed by evaporation using a Concentrator Plus (Eppendorf, Hamburg, NY, USA). The dried residues were reconstituted in 100 μL methanol and analyzed by HPLC after centrifugation. Non-compartmental analysis was employed to process the data and extract the pharmacokinetic parameters with PKSolver 2.0 software.

**Results and discussion**

**Preparation and characterization of FN-PLNs**

In the preliminary experiment, we found that the ratio of LPG/PM had a significant impact on the formulation properties. Accordingly, an optimization was performed to obtain a desired formulation. The effects of LPG/PM ratio on particle size and EE of FN-PLNs are showed in Figure 1. Particle size together with polydispersity index of FN-PLNs decreased but EE increased as the LPG amount increased. However, these trends were reversed with the decrease of PM when the LPG amount was fixed. This indicated that there might be a synergistic effect between LPG and PM in dominating the formation of FN-PLNs and drug loading. High lipid content (ie, 360 mg) was advantageous to enhance the EE of FN, since a large proportion of lipids can load more FN molecules. Enhanced EE of lipophilic drugs utilizing high ratio lipids in the formulation has also been demonstrated in the literature.

The particle size of FN-PLNs prepared using the optimized formulation, consisting of 30 mg FN, 270 mg LPG,
and 90 mg PM, was 186.7 nm and presented a unimodel distribution (polydispersity index =0.207) (Figure 2A). Almost all nanoparticles (99.8%) were less than 342.0 nm from the undersize curve (green line) given by build-in software, indicating no particularly large particles in the nanosuspensions. The resulting FN-PLNs were spherical as revealed by TEM (Figure 2B). The particle size was estimated to be about 200 nm from the scale bar, which was consistent with the value measured by dynamic light scattering. High EEs (more than 95%) were obtained for all investigated batches. High drug encapsulation may be accounted for by the poor solubility of FN in water (circa 5.41 μg/mL determined at 25°C) and/or the intense interactions between FN and lipid materials.

FTIR

FTIR spectra of FN, LPG, PM, physical mixture, and FN-PLNs are shown in Figure 3. Significant changes in the characteristic bands of the FTIR spectra were observed, suggesting an alteration in drug micromilieu. The diagnostic absorption peaks of FN appeared at 1654.8, 1176.5, and 1014.5 cm⁻¹, corresponding to the stretching vibrations of R-CO-R (νₛ), C-O-C (νₛ), and C-O-C (νₘₐₓ), respectively. The FN-associated peaks in raw drug and physical mixture were nearly identical. However, those diagnostic peaks, as marked by red lines, shifted in position or disappeared in the FTIR spectrum of FN-PLNs. Alternations of characteristic peaks suggested that there were intense molecular interactions between drug and excipients. This may be ascribable to the formation of non-covalent bonds (e.g., hydrogen bond, hydrophobic interaction) between the groups containing an electronegative O atom of FN and the ether oxygen group of PLG and PM. These interactions might facilitate effective solubilization and incorporation of FN into the lipid materials.

Drug release

The release profiles of FN-PLNs and FN-CLNs in media with or without pancreatic lipase are shown in Figure 4. The accumulative release of FN increased as a function of time in the lipase-free medium (Figure 4A), indicating that FN could be continuously released into the bulk phase under a sink condition (containing 0.5% SDS). There was no significant difference in the release kinetics of two preparations. The $f_2$ value (similarity factor) between two preparations was calculated to be 58, revealing that their releases were comparable. Likewise, the accumulative release of FN from the vehicles increased with the time in the lipase-containing medium. However, there was a significant difference in the release profiles between PEGylated (FN-PLNs) and non-PEGylated (FN-CLNs) formulations (Figure 4B). The calculated $f_2$ value...
was merely 33. FN-CLNs exhibited a fast release as compared to FN-PLNs. The results suggested that the digestive enzyme (lipase) exerted an action on the structure of the lipid nanoparticles, thereby affecting the process of drug release.

Degradation of lipid nanoparticle by digestive enzymes is an inevitable physiological course. Indeed, enzymes have less opportunity to hydrolyze target substrates unless freely accessible to the objects. PEGylation provides a feasible strategy to shield the accessibility of enzymes to nanoparticles. The hydrophilic corona of nanoparticles formed by PEG moiety reduces the degradation of lipid nanoparticles. Digestion of lipids will result in a more rapid drug release from lipid carriers. Therefore, FN-CLNs produced an accelerated drug release in the lipase-containing medium compared to FN-PLNs, with an accumulative release amount more than 90% within 45 minutes. In contrast, the release of FN-PLNs was relatively slow, and the accumulative release was only 55.45% at 45 minutes. The drug release from lipid nanoparticles in the lipase-containing medium correlated well the results of the lipolytic experiment below.

**Interaction between lipid nanoparticles and mucin**

A better understanding of interactions between nanoparticles and free mucin is highly helpful in predicting the in vivo fate and performance of nanocarriers. Figure 5 shows the particle size changes of the co-incubation system with time after addition of lipid nanoparticles into the ex vivo intestinal fluids. The particle size of the system involving FN-CLNs significantly increased as the incubation time increased. The particle size reached up to 1526.1 nm at 120 minutes, indicating considerable absorption of mucins onto the nanoparticles. Although the particle size of FN-PLNs/intestinal fluid system raised (from 339.8 nm to 409.2 nm) as well, the change was
marginal compared to the system involving FN-CLNs. These facts lent strong support that PLNs can effectively mask the binding of GI free mucins.

The polymer of PEG is very hygroscopic and easily binds to water. Each ether oxygen subunit (-CH₂CH₂O-) demonstrated firm association with two or three water molecules in aqueous solution. Mucin contains hydroxyl groups in the branched sugar chains, carboxylic acid, and sulfate groups in the terminal groups of branched chains. Formation of hydrogen bonds was regarded as the main adhesion mechanism for the binding of mucins to foreign particles. Conventional nanoparticles would be rapidly coated by soluble mucin via hydrogen bond interaction, resulting in loss of permeability and/or clearance with GI mobility before reaching the mucus layer on the epithelium. However, the intrinsic hydrogen bonds between PEG and water are required to break for mucins to bind to PEGylated nanoparticles. Therefore, PEGylation potentially circumvents the capture of nanoparticles by free mucins in the lumen, which suggests the enhancement of oral bioavailability.

Reduced lipolysis attributable to PEGylation
The in vitro lipolysis model is usually utilized to evaluate the digestive feature of lipids-based formulations in the GI tract. Cumulative lipolytic percentages of lipid nanoparticles...
versus time at pH 6.8 are shown in Figure 6. It was observed that lipolysis of FN-CLNs was relatively fast in the first 20 minutes and then turned into slow digestion. Lipolysis of FN-CLNs was nearly completed at 50 minutes with a total amount of 6.8 mL NaOH solution consumption. However, FN-PLNs exhibited a dissimilar lipolysis process in the simulated digestive medium in contrast with FN-CLNs. In the first 20 minutes, the accumulative lipolytic percentage of FN-PLNs was 48.33%, contrasting with a value of up to 78.56% for FN-CLNs. At the end point of 60 minutes, the
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**Figure 4** Release curves of FN from lipid nanoparticles performed based on reverse bulk equilibrium dialysis.

**Notes:** (A) Accumulative release of FN versus time in medium without lipase. (B) Accumulative release of FN versus time in medium containing lipase (n=3, mean ± SD).

**Abbreviations:** FN, fenofibrate; FN-CLNs, fenofibrate-loaded conventional lipid nanoparticles; FN-PLNs, fenofibrate-loaded PEGylated lipid nanoparticles; min, minutes; SD, standard deviation.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Particle size (nm)</th>
<th>PDI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ex vivo intestinal fluids</td>
<td>339.8±56.8</td>
<td>0.502±0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FN-PLNs suspensions</td>
<td>186.7±12.5</td>
<td>0.207±0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FN-CLNs suspensions</td>
<td>191.4±8.4</td>
<td>0.302±0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 5](image2.png)

**Figure 5** Investigation of the interaction between lipid nanoparticles and mucins based on the determination of particle size of the co-incubation system.

**Notes:** The characteristics of ex vivo intestinal fluids and lipid nanoparticle suspensions are summarized in the upper table of the figure. The changes of particle size of the system with incubation time are shown in the bottom.

**Abbreviations:** FN-CLNs, fenofibrate-loaded conventional lipid nanoparticles; FN-PLNs, fenofibrate-loaded PEGylated lipid nanoparticles; min, minutes; PDI, polydispersity index.
total lipolysis of FN-PLNs was only 82.91%, which indicated that PEG-lipids possessed a moderate resistance to digestive enzyme. Although the drugs released from lipid carriers under the action of lipase can be simultaneously assembled into mixed micelles with the digestive products, phospholipids, and bile salts, there is still a considerable number of drugs failing to be transformed into micelles as a result of drug precipitation upon rapid lipolysis. A delayed and reduced hydrolysis of lipid nanoparticles using PEG-lipids will lead to favorable conditions for self-assembly of micelles as drug carriers and for transepithelial transport via intact lipid nanoparticles. Hence, PLNs had positive effects on oral drug absorption in terms of lipolysis retarding.

### Enhanced bioavailability of FN-PLNs

Drug plasma concentration versus time plots after oral administration of FN-CLNs, FN-PLNs, and Lipanthyl are shown in Figure 7. Main pharmacokinetic parameters calculated based on a non-compartmental model are shown in Table 1. The pharmacokinetic curves for all groups were characterized by an obvious absorption phase followed by a slow elimination phase. The peak times ($T_{\text{max}}$) of three preparations were approximately 1.75–2.25 hours, which were not significantly different among each other. Similarly, there were no significant differences in the half-lives ($T_{1/2}$) for the three preparations. However, distinct peak concentrations ($C_{\text{max}}$) were yielded after administration of FN-CLNs, FN-PLNs, and the commercial formulation. The $C_{\text{max}}$ of FN-PLNs reached 8.76 μg/mL, which was 1.52- and 1.29-fold as much as FN-CLNs and Lipanthyl, respectively. Compared to micronized FN and FN-CLNs, FN-PLNs demonstrated increased blood drug levels at almost each time point. The relative bioavailability of FN-PLNs and FN-CLNs were 156.95% and 126.67%, respectively. Also, there was a significant difference in bioavailability between FN-PLNs and FN-CLNs according to one-way analysis of variance at the $P$-value of 0.05. These results turned out that CLNs can enhance the oral bioavailability of FN, however, PLNs can further reinforce the performance of such drug carriers. The in vitro in vivo correlation (IVIVC) was evaluated using the data of release in lipase-containing medium and plasma FN concentration of the absorption phase (0.25, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 hours). Figure 8 gives the linear regression equations of drug release versus plasma FN level. FN-PLNs showed a good IVIVC with a coefficient of 0.9955, whereas the IVIVC of FN-CLNs was relatively lower. This indicated that the integrity of lipid nanoparticles in the GI tract was associated with the subsequent absorption.

Generally, it is believed that lymphatic transport is predominantly responsible for the post-enterocytes absorption of lipophilic drugs when lipid-based formulations are employed. However, the behavior of pre-enterocytes also plays a critical role in overall drug absorption. Drugs are not able to be absorbed until they traverse the mucosal layer and approach the enterocytes. The materials for the fabrication of FN-PLNs are lower than 2,000 in molecular weight and can be assimilated slightly by the small intestine. Although we cannot distinguish the effect of lipid components on the absorption of FN, enhanced oral bioavailability was

---

**Table 1.** Pharmacokinetic Parameters of FN-CLNs, FN-PLNs, and Lipanthyl

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preparation</th>
<th>$C_{\text{max}}$ (μg/mL)</th>
<th>$T_{\text{max}}$ (h)</th>
<th>$T_{1/2}$ (h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FN-CLNs</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FN-PLNs</td>
<td>8.76</td>
<td>1.52-1.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipanthyl</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Data expressed as mean ± SD (n=3).

**Abbreviations:** FN-CLNs, fenofibrate-loaded conventional lipid nanoparticles; FN-PLNs, fenofibrate-loaded PEGylated lipid nanoparticles; min, minutes; SD, standard deviation.
substantially achieved through PLNs. The result provided evidence that PEGylated nanoparticles can exert a definite effect on the absorption of delivered drugs, such as FN.

Effect of PEGylation on oral absorption

For oral particulates, particularly lipid nanoparticles, destruction of structure by digestive enzymes and nonspecific adhesion by secreted mucins, which potentially cause drug recrystallization and inactive transepithelial transport, are the major limiting factors for drug absorption. PLNs can maintain intact nanoarchitecture of lipid nanoparticles over a relatively long time and reduce the adhesion of free mucins as transporting across the GI tract. The reasons to justify are the reduced accessibility of enzymes and the shielding effect of highly hydrated PEG corona against mucins. Moreover, PEGylated nanoparticles have the potential to break through the mucosal layer, above which an unstirred water layer is associated. It is of high importance to penetrate into the submucosa as the transcellular route is one of the essential patterns of BCS II drug transport. The underlying mechanisms for enhanced oral bioavailability of FN using PLNs was schematically illustrated in Figure 9.

Enhanced oral bioavailability or intestinal permeability using PEGylated nanoparticles has been documented in the literature. For example, PEGylated poly(anhydride) nanoparticles were developed as carriers for oral delivery of paclitaxel. Permeability and bioavailability of paclitaxel were significantly improved when delivered with PEGylated nanoparticles. Equally, PEGylated SLNs significantly increased the oral absorption of doxorubicin relative to SLNs. PEGylation increased the permeation ability of SLNs in a mucus-secreting Caco-2/HT29 co-culture monolayer, whereas conventional SLNs were strongly trapped by highly viscoelastic mucus. However, these studies were focused on the mucus permeability of nanoparticles rather than the pre-enterocytes fate. This study first elucidated the GI behavior of lipid nanoparticles using an ex vivo model. Taken together, our data provide new mechanistic insights on how PLNs affect the absorption of BCS II drug.
Effects of PEGylated lipid NPs on the oral absorption of fenofibrate

Conclusion

PEGylated nanoparticles present attractive properties as vehicles of lipophilic drugs for the enhancement of oral bioavailability. In the present work, FN-PLNs and FN-CLNs were prepared by a solvent-diffusion technique and melting-emulsification method, respectively. Compared to FN-CLNs, FN-PLNs exhibited a slow drug release in the lipase-containing medium and possessed a suppressed lipolysis in the simulated digestive medium. Although FN-CLNs produced an increased bioavailability relative to the commercial formulation, the improvement of bioavailability by FN-PLNs was more evident in contrast with FN-CLNs. We believe these observations underline the importance of the GI fate of lipid nanoparticles in oral delivery of lipophilic drugs. Our study would provide some useful information for further enhancement of oral bioavailability of BCS II drugs such as FN, using a rational strategy.
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